
Agenda
10:00 - 12:20 CDT Welcome to ICCON - Target's Infra Cloud Conference

Hari Govind
SVP of Infrastructure, Target

Keynote: All Things SRE at Target
Vasilios Ho�man
VP of Production Engineering, Target

Scott Raynovich
Futuriom Founder and Principal Analyst 

The guest experience is at the foundation of all Target technology.  Join us for a conversation 
on Target’s transformation to an open infrastructure and enterprise cloud operating model. 
Hear how this enables us to seamlessly operate business critical services powered by highly 
resilient infrastructure.

SRE as a Force Multiplier

Kamini Dandapani 
VP of Infrastructure Engineering, Airbnb 

Jay Singonahalli 
Sr. Director Technology, Target

Dive into the role of SRE operations, and hear success stories of building and leading highly 
e�ective SRE teams across organizations of di�erent sizes and domains.  Two SRE leaders 
share their reliability journeys at companies like eBay, LinkedIn, Airbnb and Target.

Interactive Whiteboard Session: 
Designing a Multi-cloud Operating Model

Armon Dadgar
CTO and Co-Founder, HashiCorp

Hear an industry leader's insight on designing a multi-cloud operating 
model, end-to-end software development life cycle.

Deeper Dive with Armon Dadgar and an Overview 
of Systems at Target

Armon Dadgar
CTO and Co-Founder, HashiCorp

John Engelman
Sr. Director Technology, Target

Join Target leadership in a conversation with Armon Dadgar, HashiCorp 
Co-founder & CTO, as they explore Multi-cloud capabilities; John will then 
present an overview of Systems at Target

Challenge Conventional Thinking on Build Tools 

Helen Altshuler
CEO and Co-Founder, EngFlow

Keep engineers in �ow - explore a new perspective on developer productivity, where 
engineers can worry less about build systems and slow builds, turning their focus 
towards building great software.

Embrace Network Duality
Ryan Wiley
Cloud Network Solutions Architect, Audi

Ratna Malladi
Principal Product Manager, Target

Dive into a topic on everyone's mind:  how to develop an operating model that truly maintains 
consistency between cloud workloads and the majority of data and apps still residing on-prem.  
Join two networking veterans as they discuss how to ensure business agility in the face of this 
duality and the demands it puts on infrastructure teams.

Live Q & A
Pablo Espinosa 
VP of Network Engineering, Target

Delivering Trusted Data at the Speed of Business

12:45 - 3:00 CDT Improving the Guest Experience Using Multimodal Learning for Fashion

Min Wang
Lead Data Engineer, Target

Min will showcase Target's latest research on machine learning designed to improve the guest 
experience through understanding domain-speci�c tasks with the alignment of vision and natural 
language - a technical deep-dive into a visual question answering system for fashion.

Lunch break with DJ Will

Michael Willette
Technical Fellow, USAA

Learn how USAA integrates data infrastructure and data management capabilities to deliver 
trusted, integrated, and timely insights to drive world-class member experiences and 
outcomes in a compliant and cost e�ective manner.

Data and the Guest Experience
Anupama Joshi Sam Charrington
Sr. Director Technology, Target Founder, TWIML and Host, the TWIML AI Podcast

Join us for a lively discussion on the world of data infrastructure and where it is heading. 
Hear how Machine Learning at Target helps consistently deliver a better guest experience. 
Topics in this conversation include: what's next in modern data pipelines and straight talk 
about on-prem vs. public cloud.

Being Real About Your Culture
Carin Taylor
Chief Diversity O�cer, Workday

Hear Carin open up about what it means to “walk the walk” for organizational diversity 
commitments. How can you embrace what is unique about your company and team culture? 
She will share straight talk on resources and programs that work. What new community 
initiatives should enterprise technology teams know about?

Live Q & A and Closing Remarks
Brenda O'Kane
VP of Infrastructure, Target


